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MyFonts (new.myfonts.com) is a site which strives to help visitors find, identify, 
try, and purchase fonts and typefaces. Created in 1999, the site bills itself as “The World’s Largest 
Collection of Fonts,” offering “62,000 fonts from more than 800 foundries.”

test Purpose
To examine how people use the site to find fonts, as well as how they use the “What The Font” 
identification feature.

Each user was asked to complete three tasks:
1. Imagine that you manage a design studio where you want to always be using the “next big    
    thing.” Find a new font or sample that you would like to share with your design team.
2. Imagine that you’re a college student working on a design project. You’re on a tight budget.
    Find out if the site offers any free fonts.
3. You’re a designer and your client sent over a link to an image with a font that he loves.
    (Link provided.) Please use the website to identify the font as best you can.

test Participants
The participants were all regular internet users in professional-type jobs, two male and two female. 
One was a professional graphic designer who regularly purchases fonts. Two were roughly familiar 
with shopping for fonts (though had not used the site before). The site should target all of these users, 
expert and non-expert.

site Performance
All users were able to successfully identify multiple purposes of the site and browse through to the 
font-specific level. Each user was able to use the search, advanced-search, and tag functions, and was 
able to find and use the “What the Font” feature. All users had some level of confusion with “What 
the Font,” and none used it to its full potential.

three Notable issues and suggestions
issUe 1. Three of four users wanted to filter search results by more than one quality, e.g. “New” 
and “Sans-Serif”. User #3 said “I’d really like to sort by date and popularity, to really get the hottest 
new fonts.”
sUggestioN: Add “Amazon.com” style filtering, where users can check multiple boxes to 
narrow down their options. This could be integrated into a side menu. (Few users looked at the right-
side menu, so secondarily, this entire menu could be moved to the left-hand side.) See pg 3-4.

issUe 2. In the “What the Font” feature, none of the users noticed the “Helpful tips” content box, 
which indeed contains tips that would have helped them to complete their task.
sUggestioN: Try another location for these tips, such as above the task area, and make the 
background a more noticeable color. See pg 5-6.

issUe 3. Price ranges were confusing to users, e.g. “$0-89”. 
User #4 said, “I’m confused by these ranges. How can this be zero and 89 dollars?”
sUggestioN: Bring the price range next to the type that identifies how many fonts are in a 
family, to read something like “Family of 51 fonts from Adobe - $29-$1.270”. See pg 7-8.
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